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CBSG Design process timeline

Ideas, comments, feedback
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Conservation is our mission, animal welfare is 
our daily business

-Susan Hunt, Perth Zoo

Save the world and have fun
-greeting from your millennials
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The CBSG Working Group
Design Timeline, objectives

• To discuss the role of a zoo or aquarium’s built environment in the 
survival of species

• To develop a design timeline – an online graphic interactive tool 
representing the phases of design process with points along the way -
where informed decisions can make a difference

• Define questions to ask 
• Link resources to find reputable answers (science, strategic 

documents of zoo community, case studies) 

• The design timeline will be available as a CBSG online resource kit
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Zoo designers are partners in creating the 
future of zoos or aquarium

Successful conservation (definition): all species thriving in healthy 
ecosystems

Client’s request: I would like to make sure that this exhibit does 
everything it can to contribute to successful conservation, and 

help the survival of species.
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Design Timeline – Exhibit / Experience Design
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Examples of questions – Exhibit / Experience 
Design

Does the exhibit follow the One Plan approach?

Is the planned exhibit connected to a strong and engaging 
conservation story?

What sustainable methods or technology could be used to reduce the 
impact of buildings on the environment? 
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Design Process Timeline – How will it work
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Creating a Culture of Conservation

Vision:  By helping to create a culture of
conservation in our communities, zoos

are a vital part of the process of
generating the attitude that will be

needed to save species and maintain
healthy ecosystems.

Learn More
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Culture of Conservation
… conservation of nature is really about protecting and restoring 

natural resources and people are a tool that can be used to deliver 
effective conservation. 
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Culture of Conservation 
…Conservation is Conversation 

Talk conservation throughout the institution to facilitate the uptake of pro-
environmental behaviors that reduce human impacts on wild populations.

Broadcast the conservation message and promote sustainability in the supply chain, 
including a commitment to creating green sustainable environments.

….

This conversation needs to start when engaging zoo stakeholders and the public in 
discussing the future of your zoo through the process of the masterplan 
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Culture of Conservation 
…the building industry (construction and operation) consumes more energy than 

any other sector and is the largest contributors to climate change. 
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Culture of Conservation 
…the building industry (construction and operation) consumes more energy than 

any other sector and is the largest contributors to climate change. 

• using on-site renewable resources

• sustainable building technologies 

• build for net zero energy consumption (goal of initiative 
www.Architecture 2030.org – Net zero building a standard by 2030 )

• Innovative methods, such as building the habitat as a ‘Living Machine’, can 
reduce energy-intensive life-support systems 

• maintaining species suited for the local climate can reduce the carbon 
footprint. 
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Culture of Conservation 
Actions must reflect values

CINCINNATI ZOO &
BOTANICAL GARDEN,
OH, USA
Cincinnati Zoo has installed
a green roof on their Giraffe
Barn as part of their
institutional green initiative.
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Culture of Conservation 
Actions must reflect values

ZOO HELSINKI, 
FINLAND

Korkeasaari is 
rethinking how to 

build tropical 
houses. A typical 

greenhouse concept, 
glass walls and roof, 

is not energy 
efficient in the 

Nordic climate and 
does not provide 

sufficient light levels.

ROOF PLAN – Rainforest light
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Culture of Conservation 
Actions must reflect values

ROOF PLAN –Moon sky

ZOO HELSINKI, 
FINLAND

We are working with 
environmental 

engineers to create a 
solution that creates 

a unique rainforest 
experience with 
controlled light 
levels and high 

energy efficiency. 
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Culture of Conservation 
….. Visitors must understand and believe that visiting a zoological facility helps to 

save animals in the wild. They should feel they should learn enough to feel 
inspired and motivated to become advocates for conservation. 

ZOOS VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Wipe for Wildlife - Trees are 
for forests not for bums. 
A campaign to encourage 
people to use recycled toilet 
paper
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Culture of Conservation 

ALBUQUERQUE ZOO, NEW MEXICO, 
USA EndangeredSpeciesCondoms.com
A campaign to encourage people to 
use condoms and procreate with 
caution to leave room for wildlife. 
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Design Timeline

Please mark up questions on the exhibit design timeline (or 
comment on the masterplan timeline) that are important to ask 
to achieve the future exhibit max conservation potential. 

Any other comments are appreciated. 
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Zoo designers as leaders in conservation

Conservation is increasingly becoming the priority of good zoos. 
It should become the priority of good zoo designers as well. 

By being involved in conservation projects and initiatives, and 
knowledgeable in the art of ensuring conservation success of a 
zoo, we will also ensure our position as respected partners of 
zoos for the future. 
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Zoo designers as leaders in conservation

We are not just decorators, we are the storytellers, we are the 
wizards of creating experience. 

Experience changes lives, and behavioral psychologists agree 
that engagement and experience is the only way to change 
people’s attitudes and secure a future for wildlife. 

As humans, we protect what we love
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Go do good things and then talk about it
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Zoo designers as leaders in conservation
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Zoo designers as leaders in conservation
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Zoo designers as leaders in conservation
Site for Saola breeding and conservation center, Vietnam
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